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About:

*Find Baby Bunny - House* is the perfect game to teach about the rooms of a house and what goes inside. Have students search the Living Room, Kitchen, Bathroom, and Bedroom to find Baby Bunny who decided to hide behind the many pieces of furniture. Once he is found, hide him again! Or even make your own house with our customizable pieces! Enjoy our great new way to make learning English fun!

Set Up:

1. PRINT the 4 ROOMS
2. Attach the rooms together to form the house and hang it on a wall where students can reach
3. Cut the dotted red line around the furniture flaps (X-Acto knife for best results)
4. Fold each flap along the black lines
5. Cut out the Baby Bunny Piece (laminate it for best results)
6. Hide Baby Bunny behind a furniture flap!

Directions:

1. Pick a student to hide Baby Bunny while the rest of the class closes their eyes.
2. Pick a different student and ask them which *room* they would like to look.
3. Then ask the student behind what *piece of furniture* they would like to look.
4. Once both questions are answered, have the student come up and lift the corresponding flap.
5. If the student is unsuccessful then pick a new student to come up and try.
6. Continue doing this until Baby Bunny is found.
7. The student who finds Baby Bunny gets to hide it next.
8. Repeat.

Customization:

Included are four pages of furniture flaps. The teacher may choose to draw their own house on a white board and then place the furniture pieces onto their own house.